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Download Ebook Anderson Natalie 1 Be Me For Breathe
Getting the books Anderson Natalie 1 Be Me For Breathe now is not type of challenging means. You could not solitary going
bearing in mind book growth or library or borrowing from your contacts to read them. This is an very easy means to speciﬁcally get
guide by on-line. This online proclamation Anderson Natalie 1 Be Me For Breathe can be one of the options to accompany you as soon
as having additional time.
It will not waste your time. believe me, the e-book will entirely space you supplementary concern to read. Just invest tiny period to
open this on-line notice Anderson Natalie 1 Be Me For Breathe as skillfully as review them wherever you are now.
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BREATHE FOR ME (BE FOR ME 1
XANDER): BE FOR ME
WALK ON THE WILD SIDE
Harlequin A ﬂing with sinfully hot champion snowboarder Jack Greene isn't Kelsi Reid's normal behavior…but one glimpse of his
wicked eyes has Kelsi throwing caution to the deep blue sea (along with her clothes!). After all, who better to go crazy with than a
man who deserves a gold medal for his prowess on the slopes and in the bedroom…? Then Kelsi crashes down with a terrifying
bump—of the baby kind. They couldn't be worse matched—Jack is Mr. Right-Now, while Kelsi craves stability. But it's hard to keep your
feet on the ground once you've met the man who turns your world upside down….

THE END OF FAKING IT
Harlequin A teenage romance-turned-nightmare has taught Penny Fairburn that faking it is the only way to go. It's not until she's
asked to assist gorgeous Carter Dodds in her oﬃce that she discovers how wrong she's been! Carter can have any woman on a plate,
and likes the smorgasbord approach! But after some scorching nights with Penny, "no-strings" Carter has changed his tune—Penny's
not faking anything in his bed, but getting her to admit her true feelings for him out in the real world is a whole new challenge.…

BETWEEN THE ITALIAN'S SHEETS
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative “Thank you. It was the memory of a lifetime.” That’s what Emily told Luca, the man she met while on vacation
in Verona. She leaves for London tomorrow and she’ll never see him again. The time she spent with Luca was a luxurious dream that
she must wake up from. No promises were made, and so she left him with a goodbye. She couldn’t hope for more, no matter how
strong her feelings for him. But leaving Luca behind will prove diﬃcult—he’s carved his passion into Emily’s body and she can’t get
him out of her mind…

PLEASURED BY THE SECRET MILLIONAIRE
Harlequin Rhys Maitland hides his identity to see if he can ﬁnd love without the family fortune.

LET'S GO SWIMMING ON DOOMSDAY
Simon and Schuster ‘[A] potent, brutal read... You won't be able to forget this story of a young boy robbed of his own childhood.’ Marie
Claire, best YA 2019 I tell myself I’ve chosen to live, but the water knows the truth. Waves brush my arms, soft as shroud linen. The
water knows I have to die. Three years after his older brother is recruited by the Somali militia group Al Shaabab, Abdi and his family
are kidnapped by Americans. In exchange for their freedom, he reluctantly agrees to go undercover to rescue his brother and help foil
deadly attacks. After months in their ranks, Abdi ﬁnally escapes. Haunted and alone on the streets of Kenya, he steals what he can to
get by. But an arrest for petty theft sets in motion a chain of events that force him to confront the past he’s been so desperately
trying to forget.

TYCOON'S TERMS OF ENGAGEMENT (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (THE MEN OF MANHATTAN, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK The Winner Takes All...

BE FOR ME
3 BOOK BUNDLE
650+ pages of scorching contemporary romance from a USA Today Bestselling author!Collect the ﬁrst three books in the 'Be for Me'
series:BREATHE FOR ME (1)The last thing Chelsea Greene wants is to be rescued, but that's exactly what happens when she's caught
wearing nothing but her swimsuit during a midnight emergency evacuation drill. Turns out her 'hero' is a former lifeguard who has no
hesitation in oﬀering the kiss of life. So not happening, right?But for emotionally chastened Chelsea, one touch changes everything.
She discovers a desire to satisfy this arrogant, demanding tease. Unable to express her own fantasies, she ﬁnds unspeakable pleasure
in serving his.Xander Lawson exudes easy charm. He likes a woman unafraid to match his appetite for unfettered fun. He doesn't do
complicated or emotional. But the raw need emanating from fragile Chelsea compels him closer. He can't resist spinning a sensual
fantasy world around them.As passion spills outside their carefully selected boundaries, Xander learns Chelsea's stronger than he ﬁrst
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thought. But is she strong enough to handle the intensity he's always kept hidden?BEG FOR ME (2)One mistake means she's his to
marry?No one needs an image overhaul more than Logan Hughes. His notoriety has reached epic proportions thanks to a sex clip
circulating on the Internet. But when his newly contracted social media manager inadvertently tweets his happiness at his
engagement, he0́4along with the rest of the world0́4is astounded.With one wrong click of a button Min Jones just committed career
suicide. Mixing up her client's account wouldn't have been so bad if he had only a few followers... unfortunately he has almost a
million. Summoned to meet with him face-to-face, she's more tongue-tied than ever when he announces that his engagement is to
stand and that she's to be his supposed ﬁanc©♭e.With her career on the line Min agrees but she isn't going to hide away meek and
mild. If Logan Hughes wants a ﬁanc©♭e, he's going to have to play by her rules and that means he'll have to learn to handle some
restraint...BARED FOR ME (3)Danielle Hughes' longstanding crush on Rocco St Clair has turned her into a virgin spinster ahead of her
time. She needs to quit craving the impossible and get control of her life. But this time, running away has gotten her more than she
bargained for...When you owe a man everything, you don't repay him by sleeping with his sister0́4no matter how much you might
ache for it. Rocco St Clair owes Logan Hughes, so when Logan asks him to mind his runaway sister for the night, he can't say no. It's
only one night, right?But Danielle Hughes is temptation incarnate. Forced together in the one hotel room, she's testing his resolve
every innocent way she can. Rocco is determined not to break and take what's forbidden.But when control is broken, all will be bared.

PRINCESS'S PREGNANCY SECRET (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (ONE NIGHT WITH CONSEQUENCES, BOOK 41)
HarperCollins UK A secret night of bliss... ...a scandalous nine-month consequence!

MISTRESS UNDER CONTRACT
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Lucy is hired as a temporary manager by Daniel, the man in charge of the storied social club at which she is to
work. Daniel has an air that is sexy and charming, yet arrogant and heavy-handed. His gaze is cold, and he begins to have something
to say about everything Lucy does. It’s as though he’s just waiting for her to make a mistake… But Lucy is determined to show him
what she’s made of! At the party Lucy puts together as proof of her ability, she and Daniel ﬁnd themselves drunk on success. What
will happen between these two on the late-night dance ﬂoor…?

ONE IMPERFECT CHRISTMAS
Simon and Schuster Graphic designer Natalie Pearce faces the most diﬃcult Christmas of her life. For almost a year, her mother has
lain in a nursing home, the victim of a massive stroke, and Natalie blames herself for not being there when it happened. Worse, she's
allowed the monstrous load of guilt to drive a wedge between her and everyone she loves—most of all her husband Daniel. Her
marriage is on the verge of dissolving, her prayer life is suﬀering, and she's one Christmas away from hitting rock bottom Junior-high
basketball coach Daniel Pearce is at his wit's end. Nothing he's done has been able to break through the wall Natalie has erected
between them. And their daughter Lissa's adolescent rebellion isn't helping matters. As Daniel's hope reaches its lowest ebb, he
wonders if this Christmas will spell the end of his marriage and the loss of everything he holds dear.

CITY OF SAINTS & THIEVES
Penguin Sixteen-year-old Tina and two friends leave Kenya and slip into the Congo, from where she and her mother ﬂed years before,
seeking revenge for her mother's murder but uncovering startling secrets.

DATING AND OTHER DANGERS
Harlequin Nadia Keenan's ﬁrst date Do's and Don'ts: 1. Do boost your conﬁdence by looking hot 2. Don't put out until at least date two
3. If the man is trouble (however sexy!) do report all on www.WomanBWarned.com After being trashed on Nadia's website, serial
dater-and-dumper Ethan Rush is about to put Nadia's rules to the test. He's determined to change her mind about him. She's
determined to prove him for the cad he is. Let the battle of the dates begin.?

THE MAN SHE COULDN'T REFUSE (FAST FICTION)
HarperCollins UK Fast Fiction Hot - short, sexy reads

THE TRICK IS TO KEEP BREATHING
Random House "A young drama teacher in the West of Scotland suﬀers deep psychological problems which aﬀect all areas of her life.
She fails to ﬁnd meaning in anything around her, but in her search she strips situations of their conventional values and sees them in
a sharp, new light." --Publisher's description.

CAUGHT ON CAMERA WITH THE CEO
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Conﬁdent and charismatic, CEO Alex is the object of every woman’s adoration. Even Dani, a dedicated
professional who’s usually uninterested in men, can’t keep her eyes oﬀ him. One day she ﬁnds herself trapped in the elevator with
him. In the grips of claustrophobia, Dani gives in to Alex'’s gentle gaze and ﬁnds comfort in his kiss. The next day Dani is suddenly
ﬁred by her temp agency. The video of her kiss with Alex has gone viral, setting oﬀ a giant scandal!

NINE MONTHS TO CLAIM HER (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (REBELS, BROTHERS, BILLIONAIRES, BOOK 2)
HarperCollins UK Claiming his one-night heirs... Will take a nine-month negotiation!
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SHOUT HER LOVELY NAME
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt A collection of stories about the complicated and powerful ties between mothers and daughters includes
such tales as a mother and child who turn cooking ingredients into symbolic weapons, an aimless college student who sneaks
cigarettes while caring for her newborn and a woman who questions her place in the face of teen antics. 15,000 ﬁrst printing.

LEARNING TO BREATHE
A MINDFULNESS CURRICULUM FOR ADOLESCENTS TO CULTIVATE EMOTION REGULATION, ATTENTION, AND
PERFORMANCE
New Harbinger Publications A fully revised and updated second edition, including new research and skills in the areas of trauma and
compassion Disruptive behavior in the classroom, poor academic performance, and out-of-control emotions: if you work with
adolescents, you are well-aware of the challenges this age group presents, as well as how much time can be lost on your lessons while
dealing with this behavior. What if there was a way to calm these students down and arm them with the mindfulness skills needed to
really excel in school and life? Written by mindfulness expert and licensed clinical psychologist Patricia C. Broderick, Learning to
Breathe is a secular program that tailors the teaching of mindfulness to the developmental needs of adolescents to help them
understand their thoughts and feelings and manage distressing emotions. Students will be empowered by learning important
mindfulness meditation skills that help them improve emotion regulation, reduce stress, improve overall performance, and, perhaps
most importantly, develop their attention. Since its publication nearly a decade ago, the L2B program has transformed classrooms
across the US, and has received praise from educators, parents, and mental health professionals alike. This fully revised and updated
second edition oﬀers the same powerful mindfulness interventions, and includes compelling new research and skills in the areas of
trauma and compassion. The book integrates certain themes of mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR), developed by Jon KabatZinn, into a program that is shorter, more accessible to students, and compatible with school curricula. This easy-to-use manual is
designed to be used by teachers, but can also be used by any mental health provider teaching adolescents emotion regulation, stress
reduction and mindfulness skills. The book is structured around six themes built upon the acronym BREATHE, and each theme has a
core message: Body, Reﬂection, Emotions, Attention, Tenderness, and Healthy Mind Habits, and Empowerment. Learning to Breathe is
the perfect tool for empowering students as they grapple with the psychological tasks of adolescence. Make this new edition a part of
your professional library today!

HER ONE NIGHT FIANCÉ
Natalie Anderson The sexy stranger on the train seriously saved me from an epically hellish night… The last thing store assistant Nina
Breslin wants is to face an army of her cheating exe’s friends, while workaholic billionaire Eduardo Ruiz really doesn’t want to face the
onslaught of his interfering family who’ve ﬂown in for the night—with prospective ‘perfect partner’ in tow. What better than to team
up and take the heat oﬀ each other? Only during their one-night fake ﬁancé deal, the heat between them burns hotter than Venus!
What happens when they wake up and Nina is still wearing Eduardo’s ring? And when it’s not just bodies but hearts that have become
entwined? Featuring nerdy Shakespeare quotes, an outrageously oversized diamond, hidden heartbreak and hot, hot nights… Her One
Night Fiancé is a delicious treat sure to satisfy lovers of sassy, sexy contemporary romance.

PLEASURED IN THE PLAYBOY'S PENTHOUSE (MILLS & BOON MODERN HEAT)
HarperCollins UK At the red-hot millionaire’s mercy! Bella has always felt like the ugly duckling in her family, but after one night with
super-sexy Owen Hughes she feels like a beautiful swan. Until she realises Owen isn’t the ordinary guy she thought...

THE RIGHT MR WRONG (MILLS & BOON MODERN TEMPTED)
HarperCollins UK ‘Will you marry me?’

WAKING UP IN THE WRONG BED
TOTAL IMMERSION
THE REVOLUTIONARY WAY TO SWIM BETTER, FASTER, AND EASIER
Simon and Schuster Swim better—and enjoy every lap—with Total Immersion, a guide to improving your swimming from an expert
with more than thirty years of experience in the water. Terry Laughlin, the world’s #1 authority on swimming success, has made his
unique approach even easier for anyone to master. Whether you’re an accomplished swimmer or have always found swimming to be a
struggle, Total Immersion will show you that it’s mindful ﬂuid movement—not athletic ability—that will turn you into an eﬃcient
swimmer. This new edition of the bestselling Total Immersion features: · A thoughtfully choreographed series of skill drills—practiced
in the mindful spirit of yoga—that can help anyone swim more enjoyably · A holistic approach to becoming one with the water and to
developing a swimming style that’s always comfortable · Simple but thorough guidance on how to improve ﬁtness and form · A
complementary land-and-water program for achieving a strong and supple body at any age Based on more than thirty years of
teaching, coaching, and research, Total Immersion has dramatically improved the physical and mental experience of swimming for
thousands of people of all ages and abilities.

IN EMERGENCY, BREAK GLASS: WHAT NIETZSCHE CAN TEACH US ABOUT JOYFUL LIVING IN A TECHSATURATED WORLD
W. W. Norton A lively and approachable meditation on how we can transform our digital lives if we let a little Nietzsche in.
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THE X-FILES: THE OFFICIAL COLLECTION - THE AGENTS, THE BUREAU, AND THE SYNDICATE VOL.1
Titan Comics Reopen the ﬁles on the ultimate conspiracy theory. Join Agents Mulder and Scully in their epic quest to expose the truth,
and meet the shadowy players intent on concealing it at all costs. From the corridors of the FBI to the highest level of government¡
The truth is out there, and it wants to be known. Behind the scenes secrets revealed! In-depth features investigating the mythology of
the show! Exclusive interviews with the stars of The X-Files! Material previously published in Titan Magazines¡¯ oﬃcial The X-Files
Magazine.

THE ROMANOV LEGACY
A NATALIE BRANDON THRILLER
Decanter Press A murdered tsar. A missing treasure. One woman holds the key. Natalie Brandon knows Nicholas II, last tsar of Russia,
left a secret bank account to provide for his family in exile. But getting someone to believe her is harder than ﬁnding the account
itself. Diagnosed with schizophrenia, Natalie is tormented by a recurring hallucination, the voice of an angel named Belial. Even her
sister, a Russian history professor, won’t take her seriously…until a blond, blue-eyed Russian spy kidnaps Natalie, claiming she’s the
only one who can lead him to the treasure. But Constantine Dashkov isn’t the only one after the tsar’s missing millions. Russian prime
minister Maxim Starinov will do anything to get the money for himself. Natalie and Constantine must outrun Starinov’s death squad as
they track the treasure from San Francisco to Moscow to London. With nothing more than Natalie’s ghostly intuition to guide them,
can she and Constantine stay alive long enough to protect the tsar’s legacy from a greedy despot? The Romanov Legacy is the ﬁrst
book in the Natalie Brandon thriller series, with fast-paced action and a heroine readers call "unforgettable" and "enchanting." If you
like Dan Brown’s historical puzzles and the international intrigue of Daniel Silva, then you'll love Jenni Wiltz's page-turning thrillers.
Buy The Romanov Legacy to discover this exciting new series today. Perfect for fans of: international crime novels, spy novels,
espionage and conspiracy thrillers, psychological thrillers

ISLAND ESCAPES: SEDUCTION AT SEA: VOWS THEY CAN'T ESCAPE / PRINCESS'S PREGNANCY SECRET / ALL OF
ME
HarperCollins UK An Enticing Encounter

TONGUE TIED
Featured on Cosmopolitan as an "exceptional ﬁction story," Tongue Tied is the second highly-praised novel from spicy contemporary
and new adult romance author, Everleigh Ashcroft. Bree Laughlin is a hard working, determined businesswoman, intent on making a
name for herself in the strenuous world of advertising. Alec Shaﬀers is Bree's biggest rival agent, hellbent on charming every potential
client right out of her grasp. But Bree and Alec have an agreement. A mind-blowing, delicious agreement, that is. In public, the pair
take every opportunity to showcase their disdain for one another. But in private, they can't keep their hands oﬀ each other, releasing
their frustrations in the most salacious ways. But when lines are crossed, rules are broken, and tough decisions have to be made, Bree
and Alec's friends-with-beneﬁts relationship becomes a guessing game of how long they can keep everyone convinced that they hate
each other, what will happen if the truth slips out, and most importantly, can Bree actually trust Alec?From the author of the
internationally adored FBI romance, Federal Aﬀair, Tongue Tied is sure to leave you wanting more!EXCERPT: "Are you sure you can't
stay?" Alec's low, libidinous voice coupled with the sweet vibrations it created against my skin sent waves of pleasure through my
body. Oh, how I wanted to taste him again. He looked at me lustfully, the tip of his tongue gliding over his soft, delicious lower lip. He
knew he was a tease and he was damn proud of it. That familiar smirk inched it's way across his handsome face as he awaited my
reply. It was so hard to say no to him. He was too good. Too good with his hands. Too good with his mouth. Too damn good with his
dick. Just looking at him, I knew I was going to spend the rest of the day and every moment after until our next encounter losing my
mind in anticipation of seeing him again, touching him again, riding him again. I already couldn't wait to have him.(c) 2017 Evergreen
Books. All rights reserved. This novel contains graphic sexual encounters, strong language, and other mature content. Reader
discretion advised.

THE LOST SYMBOL
Random House The most anticipated publication of the decade, The Lost Symbol is the stunning new thriller featuring Robert Langdon.

MODERN BOX SET 1-4 SEPT 2020/ONE NIGHT ON THE VIRGIN'S TERMS/CROWNED FOR MY ROYAL
BABY/CONFESSIONS OF AN ITALIAN MARRIAGE/SECRETS MADE IN PA
HarperCollins Australia One Night On The Virgin’s Terms - Melanie Milburne Demure Ivy Kennedy is determined to lose her virginity by
her thirtieth birthday. And there’s only one man she trusts with the role — Louis. But her request has started a ﬁre...how will one night
of unleashed passion ever be enough? Crowned For My Royal Baby - Maisey Yates I’ll never forget the ﬁrst time I saw Hercules
Xenakis...he was more god than man and I couldn’t believe that a prince would want to know me. Though everything changed when I
discovered I was pregnant... Confessions Of An Italian Marriage - Dani Collins What do you do when your husband goes missing? Flush
him out by pretending to marry again! But Giovanni’s return forces Freja to confront the deep hurt she felt at his desertion...and the
sparks that continue to ﬂy between them... Secrets Made In Paradise - Natalie Anderson Emerald Jones is exactly as Javier Torres
remembers from their passion-fueled night. But this ruthless Spaniard has no time to play nice! And if returning to the Galapagos
Islands on business to discover that Emmy has never left isn’t shocking enough, her secret is... Mills & Boon Modern — Escape to
exotic locations where passion knows no bounds.
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LOVE ISLANDS: FORBIDDEN CONSEQUENCES: HER NINE MONTH CONFESSION / THE SECRET THAT SHOCKED DE
SANTIS / CLAIMING HIS WEDDING NIGHT (LOVE ISLANDS, BOOK 1)
HarperCollins UK A new red-hot collection coming soon from Mills & Boon!

7 KEYS A PIANO ALPHABET BOOK
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform 7 Keys is a children's piano alphabet book that teaches identiﬁcation of the piano keys
through rhyming and illustrations. Even though the book is geared for 3-8 year olds, it is a good reference for anyone learning piano,
as well as a helpful studio book for piano teachers.

THE TIDAL ZONE
Granta Books Adam is a stay-at-home dad who is also working on a history of the bombing and rebuilding of Coventry Cathedral. He is
a good man and he is happy. But one day, he receives a call from his daughter's school to inform him that, for no apparent reason,
ﬁfteen-year-old Miriam has collapsed and stopped breathing. In that moment, he is plunged into a world of waiting, agonising, not
knowing. The story of his life and the lives of his family are rewritten and re-told around this shocking central event, around a body
that has inexplicably failed. In this exceptionally courageous and unﬂinching novel of contemporary life Sarah Moss goes where most
of us wouldn't dare to look, and the result is riveting - unbearably sad, but also miraculously funny and ultimately hopeful. The Tidal
Zone explores parental love, overwhelming fear, illness and recovery. It is about clever teenagers and the challenges of marriage. It is
about the NHS, academia, sex and gender in the twenty-ﬁrst century, the work-life juggle, and the politics of packing lunches and
loading dishwashers. It conﬁrms Sarah Moss as a unique voice in modern ﬁction and a writer of luminous intelligence.

AWAKENING HIS INNOCENT CINDERELLA
HarperCollins Australia Will she resist his scandalous proposition... or succumb to mindless pleasure? Soft-hearted Gracie James is
mortiﬁed when Rafael Vitale ﬁnds her accidentally trespassing on his luxurious Italian estate! She can't refuse Rafe's teasing demand
that she attend an exclusive party with him. From the dangerous intensity in his eyes, virgin Gracie knows she's playing with ﬁre –
after all, outrageous playboy Rafe is only promising a temporary liaison. But can she resist the power of his raw sensuality?

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

BILLBOARD
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and
data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the most trusted charts and oﬀers unrivaled reporting about the latest music, video,
gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.

HEIRESS WITHOUT A CAUSE
Sara Ramsey One title to change his life... A disgraced son with a dark reputation, William "Ferguson" Avenel is content to live in exile
- until his father dies in the scandal of the Season. With rumors of insanity swirling around them, his sisters desperately need a
chaperone. Ferguson thinks he's found the most proper woman in England - and he won't ruin her, even if he secretly desires the
passionate woman trapped beneath a spinster's cap. One chance to break the rules... Lady Madeleine Vaillant can't face her blighted
future without making one glorious memory for herself. In disguise, on a London stage, she ﬁnds all the adoration she never felt from
the ton. But when she's nearly recognized, she will do anything to hide her identity - even setting up her actress persona as
Ferguson's mistress. She'll take the pleasure he oﬀers, but Madeleine won't lose her heart in the bargain. One season to fall in love...
Every stolen kiss could lead to discovery, and Ferguson's old enemies are determined to ruin them both. But as their dangerous
passion ignites their hearts and threatens their futures, how can an heiress who dreams of freedom deny the duke who demands her
love? --- Series: Muses of Mayfair #1 Next Book: Scotsmen Prefer Blondes, Muses of Mayfair #2 - available now! Genre: Regency
Historical Setting: London, 1812 Length: 94,000 words (full-length novel) Sensuality: Hot

MERCURY FALLS
Amazon Pub Christine must convince Gabrielle, an angel distracted by treats and ping pong rather than orchestrating the Apocalypse,
to help her stop the event after she accidentally saves the Antichrist's life.

NOT QUITE MINE
From New York Times, USA Today, and WSJ bestselling author Catherine Bybee comes the second novel in the delicious Not Quite
series.Her life is missing the love…When Katelyn “Katie” Morrison attends her brother's wedding, the glamorous hotel heiress wonders
if she'll ever ﬁnd “the one”…especially when she sees her sexy-as-sin ex, Dean Prescott. After the nuptials, she's shocked to discover
an infant girl on her doorstep. Deciding to keep the baby until she can locate the mother, Katie doesn't have the time — or energy —
for Dean's suspicions. But she still can't shake the longing she feels for him. That only he can giveWhile attending his best friend's
wedding, Dean can't stop staring at Katie's sinful curves. He swore he'd never repeat the mistake of falling for her. Learning that Katie
has a newborn, Dean knows there's more going on than Katie admits…just as he knows their attraction hasn't faded. But when he and
Katie uncover the identity of the baby's mother, they may lose their second chance at love.
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